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Kosovo has had challenges in regards to 
waste management and environmental 
issues. These challenges, the prioritisa-
tion of the environment by society and 
institutions, and lack thereof, have made 
us reflect and take a different approach 
by gradually making the environment one 
of the key priorities of our local and cetral 
government and raising awareness in the 
society. Waste management in municipal 
level has been done based on an existing 
plan that the municipalities have had for 
years, which was more of a regular con-
tract with local waste management com-
panies, without clear strategic goals and 
objectives. However, the amount of waste, 
especially the waste caused by irrespon-
sible business entities has exceeded the 
capacity of municipal waste management 
companies, including Let’s Do It capactities 
despite its continuous growth and engage-
ment. Since 2012, Let’s Do It as the largest 
environmental organization in Kosovo, 
has undertaken multiple campaigns to 
advocate for a clean environment, focus-
ing especially on waste management. In 
order to raise awareness on the impor-
tance of a clean environment, Let’s Do It 
Kosova has organized continuous clean 
up activities throughout the country, call-
ing citizens to preserve the environment 
and respect the environmental legislation. 

Let’s Do It has gathered thousands of vol-
unteers through the years. However, de-
spite the activities and campaigns, there 
is still significant lack of responsibility by 
citizens and business entities, who have 
often repeated their destructive behav-
ior by throwing waste in the places that 
have already been cleaned up.  Twenty 
years after the last war and ten years after 
Kosovo’s independence, the environmen-
tal situation has improved. The Govern-
ment of the Republic of Kosovo, and the 
Prime Minister himself has put country’s 
clean up as a key priority. This decision 
has been welcomed by the citizens of the 
country. As a result, 32 municipal task 
forces have been established. These task 
forces are leaded by senior local gov-
ernment officials.  Even after the three-
month campaign ended, Let’s Do It and 
the municipality teams remain committed 
to continue the activities with the sole ob-
jective of removing all the ilegall landfields 
in Kosovo.  In support of this engagement, 
the relevant insititutions have intensified 
the implementation of the Administrative 
Instruction MESP – no. 14/2015, in Man-
datory Fines. Full implemenetation of the 
current legislation would solve the waste 
management issue, and would enable us 
to focus on other environmental challeng-
es such as water, air, and protection of 

forests. Moreover, Let’s Do It Kosovo has 
mobilized and created a synergy between 
local and central institutions, civil society 
and business sector to work on making a 
better and cleaner environment for ev-
eryone. Volunteers, have been vital for 
the campaign to succeed. They have been 
engaged in clean-up actions, and have 
been of great impact to people around 
them in regards to raise awareness.During 
the campaign, our activists have talked 
to people, received their suggestions and 
recommendations on how to increase the 
impact of the campaign in the society. 
Let’s Do It has organized meetings with 
citizens, institutions, as well as debates 
with the media. Trainings with students, 
teachers and professors in primary and 
high schools in all municipalities have also 
taken place, aiming to mobilize the society 
for a sustainable environment. Moreover, 
the campaign has accomplished to prove 
that our society is capable to cooperate 
for the challenges that concernthem and 
the area where they live in. Concretely, lo-
cal and central  institutions including civil 
society, citizens and waste management 
companies proved that they can cooper-
ate and share responsibilities to achieve  
results  for everyone’s good for a clean 
environment.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Taking into consideration the successes of 
the past years that the campaign of clean-
ing the waste from illegal locations has 
reached, and that the problem of illegal 
waste and landfills continued to be one of 
the outstanding environmental problems 
of Kosovo society, Let’s Do It has succes-
sively been addressing this problem in lo-
cal and central institutions in Kosovo, de-
manding that substantive actions must be 
taken on waste issue and that those ac-
tions to pave the way for solving the prob-
lem of waste and illegal landfills through-
out Kosovo. Dozen of meetings have been 
held with the Government of Kosovo and 
other relevant institutions to share the vi-
sion of the campaign ‘Let’s clean up Koso-
vo’. After analyzing the results and goals of 
Let’s Do It, the Government of Kosovo de-
cides to support the campaign Let’s clean 
up Kosovo’ and that this campaign lasts 
three months, starting from 15 September 
to 15 December 2018. The involvement of 
the Kosovo Government and the Ministry 
Environment and Spatial Planning started 
in the early days of the campaign, thus 
continuing with the involvement of other 
relevant institutions. After much efforts 
and regular discussions with relevant in-
stitutions, in the summer of 2018, Let’s Do 
It receives strong support from the Prime 
Minister of Kosovo and the pledge that 
he personally with his cabinet will sup-
port all campaign operations to secure a 
clean Kosovo, and made a decision for the 
participation of all civil servants in the 15 
September 2018 action. At this stage, Let’s 

Do It with the support of Prime Minister 
Ramush Haradinaj started engagements 
to work with all relevant institutions to 
design the operational plan of Kosovo’s 
three-month cleansing from illegal waste 
and landfills. Following the decision of 
the Kosovo Government for the estab-
lishment of the Task Force consisting of 
12 institutional and civil society stake-
holders and coordinated by the Ministry 
of Environment and Spatial Planning, 32 
other municipalities decided to establish 
Task Forces of their own in order to man-
age the work in the ground. All municipal 
stakeholders have drafted a three-month 
action plan for the implementation of the 
action Lets Clean Up Kosovoaimed at in-
creasing the engagement of institutions 
for environmental protection and protec-
tion in Kosovo, organizing citizens to ad-
dress environmental problems, cleaning 
and other environmental activities with a 
special focus on waste management and 
maintenance of green spaces..
On September 15, 2018, the Let’s clean up 
Kosovo campaign was foreseen to extend 
to the entire territory of the Republic of 
Kosovo, in order to remove the waste 
around all objects of public institutions. 
The Government of Kosovo took the de-
cision that on September 15, 2018, all civil 
servant, pupils and students shoulde in 
cleaning actions. Further, the decision pro-
vides for all waste collected on September 
15, 2018 to be obtained from public com-
panies of waste management and sent 
free of charge to regional landfills. Logis-

tical assets for the action of September 15, 
2018 were distributed to all municipalities 
two days before the cleaning action and 
it was decided that in all municipalities of 
Kosovo the action must be opened by the 
mayors and then the participants must 
be distributed to the locations designat-
ed for cleaning. Taking into consideration 
the previous experience of Let It Do It 
with the cleaning campaigns, hundreds of 
volunteers and civil society organizations 
mobilized to contribute to this campaign. 
In each municipality, the campaign had 
engaged local coordinators who took care 
of the technical part of the organization at 
the call center where information was col-
lected throughout the day about the prog-
ress of the action, the number of volun-
teers and the amount of waste removed.
Let’s clean up Kosovo’ campaign was fol-
lowed by all local written and electronic 
media, supported by awareness activities 
as promotional videos through which it 
was called for participation in the cleaning 
actions, it was broadcasted on all Kosovo 
televisions, the presence of the exponents 
of  the campaign   has also been on the 
“O sa mire” TV series with the topic of en-
vironmental protection, including artists, 
athletes and public figures in the aware-
ness campaign and in the cleaning actions. 
At the concluding conference, the results 
of the campaign will be presented and the 
prize for the winning municipalities of the 
MESP grant will be awarded.

INTRODUCTION
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• Let’s Do It has applied the standardized 
methodology of the clean up campaign 
and the removal of illegal landfills. In cam-
paign were involved all relevant institu-
tions central and local levels and Let’s Do 
It volunteers throughout the entire Kosovo 
territory, including non-majority commu-
nities.

• The main results and archievments of the 
Campaign 15th of September – 15th De-
cember 2018 are as showen below:

• In entire Kosovo are removed 952 illegal 
landfills

• Are engaged 195,000 volunteers or 
around 10.78% of the general population 
in Kosovo

• Are established 32 Municipal task forces 
which will serve even in the future to be   
engaged in other programmes for the citi-

zens and environmental wellness
• Environmental issues for which citizens 

are concerned the most are priorities, 
while    environment is in the daily agenda 
of the Kosovo’s politics

• Let’s clean up Kosovo campaign has 
reached environmental local networks 
which are ready to get new tasks to pro-
tect and improve the environment.

• The action has engaged record number of 
the women and the non majority commu-
nities in the environmental protection.

• Let’s clean up Kosovo campaign is the best 
cooperation between governmental insti-
tutions, locals, businesses, public compa-
nies and the civil society in the new history 
of Kosovo  

• The campaign has had a daily presence in 
the local media

• Citizens of Kosovo are reporting environ-
mental polluters in the relevant institu-
tions of the Let’s do it Kosova.

• Let’s clean up Kosovo campaign is an-
nounced the most successful campaign 
from other 158 countries of world from 
Let’s do it World.

• 22 municipalities has defined locations for 
inert legal landfills

• 22 municipalities has defined locations for 
inert legal landfills

• 26 municipalities has developed plans for 
planting the decorative trees

• Let’s clean Up Kosovo campaign has gain 
the faith of intersectoral cooperation and 
is a model how should we as society to 
confront together other society problems

Let’s clean up Kosovo has been announced as the most successful campaign among 158 countries in the 
world from Let’s Do It World:

http://tapastrojmekosoven.org/2018/12/fushata-ta-pastrojme-kosoven-shpallet-e-suksesshmja-ne-bote-nga-lets-world/?fbclid=IwAR2tAiMma2Wi0DDte030H_
nBthxXsytiDiZE4cYiGwNUVbUWqpWu5FjkHDA 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND ACHIEVMENTS
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One of the main tasks that was forseen 
is implementation of Administrative In-
structionfor punishments with manda-
tory fines No 04/2015, which is signed 
from Ministry of Environment and Spatial 
Planning. Eventhough, this Adminstrative 
Instructionr has begun to be implement-
ed from many municipalities and other 
revalent institutions, it still remains to be 
implemented from all local and central 
institutions as soon as possible and in a in-
tensive dynamic, in the way to make sure 
that irresponsible people and business 

entities will stop their actions of dumping 
waste on not intended places and to re-
ceive the deserved punishment. It is vital 
that Administrative instruction for manda-
tory fines should be implemented without 
wasting time. As well, institutions should 
increase their commitment straight to the 
implementation of all environment frame, 
which supports and promotes clean and 
sustainable environment in Kosovo. In this 
way we can increase trust in our society, 
as much as possible, in the way to bring 
back sustainability of environment by 

working together On the other side as a 
society, infront of us we have opportuni-
ties to engage citizen, institutions and the 
business sector to contribute together for 
sustainable environment, for which Let’s 
Do It considers that Kosovo society with 
support of institutions is ready like never 
before.. The success of campaign Let’s 
clean up Kosovo should be motive to en-
gage everyone as society that this model 
should continue and should be widen in 
other environment challenges.

“This three-month action was necessary needed for our country, which has met all the criteria. I think 
this action should last next year too, backing the fines of unconscious citizens, and that would be more 
effective. 

AMIR PLLANA, DIRECTOR OF LOW MEDIUM SCHOOL “HIVZI SYLEJMANI”, FIELDS OF KOSOVO

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
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Let’s Do it and AGK shared the prices for 
the best stories about the environment. 
In the frame of the campaign  Let’ clean up 
Kosovo, Let’s do it in a collaboration with 
theAssociation of  Journalists of  Koso-
vo  on a event organized today where we 
shared  the prices of the best stories about 
the environment.  The first price was given 
to the journalist of Kohavizion, Drita Slivo-

va Polisi with the 21 minutes documentary 
“The air that kills”, the second price was 
given to the journalist of  “ Televizioni 7” 
with the story  “ Polluted Bellopoja “, the 
third place was given to the journalist of  
“Insajder paper”, Drenusha  Canolli with 
her story “ One by one till none- the jour-
ney for a cleaner Kosovo “, while the forth 
place was given to the journalist of “Klan 

Kosova”, Mejreme Gashi with her story  
“The auto-mechanic voluntarily maintains 
Hogoshtin”. Beside these awards, Let’s do 
it on this event has given gratitude to all 
the journalists who have applied on this 
competition.

OTHER ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF THE 
CAMPAIGN
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Also, as a part of the campaign Let’s clean up Kosovo, is requested from the municipalities to define 
the location for the illegal landfield. Down below is the list of the municipalities that have definded the 
location for the illegal landfield:

Among others,Let’s clean up Kosovocampaign has urged a com-
petition  amongthe most successful Kosovo’s municipalities in the 
implemetation to clean up Kosovo. The campaign has foreseen 
that for the five most successful municipalities in cleaning ille-
gal landfills and organizing other awareness raising activities, the 

Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning allocates grants.
As well, the Administrative Instruction on Mandatory Fines en-
tered into force, as well as the launching of the www.kallxogjel-
bër.com platform and trashout application.

NR. MUNICIPALITY LOCATION OF THE DUMPSITE

1. Prishtinë Dumpsite in Drenoc village

2. Prizren Dumpsite in Zhur

3. Ferizaj Dumpsite in  në Lloçkobare

4. Pejë Sverkë vilage

5. Gjakovë Dumpsite in Vugovë village

6. Gjilan Village “Bara” Dumpsite in  Kmetovc

7. Mitrovicë Dumpsite in Gërmovëv

8. Podujevë Dumpsite in  Llaushë dhe Sallabajë

9. Vushtrri Pestovë village
Strofc viallge

10. Suharekë Zona Industriale – Shirokë

11. Rahovec
Ravne Shume 62661 m2
Ravne Shume 10788 m2
Senjane 25330 m2

12. Drenas Dumpsite in  Lllapushnik

13. Lipjan Dumpsite in  Kraishtë

14. Malishevë Dumpsite in  Astrazup villkage (Cadastral number 1034 and 1035)

15. Kamenicë Cadastral area, the suburb of the city-Derivojë

16. Viti

Dumpsite in Binq
Dumpsite in Radivojc
Dumpsite in Sadovinë e Qerkezve
Dumpsite inë Gjylekar

17. Decan Dumpsite in Lepushë

18. Istog Rudesh, over the graveyard of the city 

19. Klinë Magjistralja Pejë-Prishtinë në highuciy, at the place called “Afer Vishnjevë”.

20. Skenderaj Fshati Qirez

21. Shtime Dumpsite in Belincë

22 Junik Shkozë e Vokshit

DEFINDED DUMPSITES
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Down below, is the list of the municipalities, which during “Let’s clean up Kosovo” campaign have devel-
oped plans for planting decorative shoots.

NR. MUNICIPALITIES WITH PLANNTING PLANS

1. Drenas

2. Ferizaj

3. Gjakovë

4. Gjilan

5. Hani Elezit

6. Istog

7. Junik

8. Kaçanik

9. Kamenicë

10. Klinë

11. Lipjan

12. Malishevë

13. Mitrovicë

14. Mitrovicë Parku Botanik

15. Novobërdë

16. Obiliq

17. Pejë

18. Podujevë

19. Prishtinë

20. Prizren

21. Rahovec

22. Shtërpc

23. Skënderaj

24. Suharekë

25. Viti

26. Vushtrri

Municipalities with plans for planting
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Among hundred countries of the world 
that are part of that global movement, 
Let’s do it World has announced Let’s do 
it Kosovocampaign the most successful 
campaign in the World 2018. In the an-
nouncement of the Let’s do it World is 
mention the massive participation of the 
kosovo’s citizens in the campaign that 
lasted from 15th September to 15th De-
cember 2018.  More than 195.000 volun-
teers attended on the campaign or around 
10.7 % of the country population.  Let’s do 
it Kosovo team Kosovo operates under 
Let’s do it World, and for the successful 
work of that year it will be awarded from 

that global movement in 24th of January 
2019, when the World Clean up Confer-
ence will be held, where representative 
people from 158 different countries. Let’s 
do it world mentioned hundred actions 
organized in Kosovo  and that compera-
sion with past yearsthis time the clean up 
cmapigns were organized in cooperation 
with institutions, and  was financed by the 
Republic of Kosovo’s government.   
The result is evaluated as impressive, 
thanks to the work and strong dedica-
tion to all those which were engaged. In 
the announcement of Let’s do it World is 
mentioned the task force from the Re-

public of Kosovo’s Government, where  
relevant Ministries and civil society, jointly 
were  coordinated by the side of  Ministry 
of Environment and Spatial Planning.That 
motivating story is a will for Let’s do it po-
tential, as a positive power of goodness. 
It’s good stands on the ordinary people’s 
power to reach unbelievable things just 
by joining – cooperating and by creating 
bridges between all of society’s  levels”, 
says the announcement of Let’s do it 
World  for the “Let’s Clean Up Kosovo” , the 
most successful campaign.  

Lets do it Kosova Campaign is announced the most 
successful in the World from Let’s do it World 

SUCCESS STORY
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The table below shows the number of illegal landfills removed by municipalities:

Nr MUNICIPLAITIES NO. OF LANDFIELD REMOVED

1 Deçan 20

2 Dragash 3

3 Drenas 20

4 Ferizaj 45

5 Fushë Kosovë 10

6 Gjakovë 128

7 Gjilan 17

8 Graçanicë 5

9 Hani i Elezit 7

10 Istog 30

11 Junik 22

12 Kaçanik 10

13 Kamenicë 60

14 Klinë 26

15 Kllokot 2

16 Leposaviq 3

17 Lipjan 20

18 Malishevë 24

19 Mamushë 0

20 Mitrovica e Veriut 3

21 Mitrovicë 20

22 Artanë 5

23 Obiliq 32

24 Partesh 2

25 Pejë 36

26 Podujevë 10

27 Prishtinë 122

28 Prizren 33

29 Rahovec 23

30 Ranillug 2

31 Shtërpc 4

32 Shtime 30

33 Skënderaj 59

34 Suharekë 58

35 Viti 26

36 Vushtrri 30

37 Zubin Potok 2

38 Zveçan 3

 Total: 952

REMOVED DUMPSITES 
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Kosovo intentions to ensure the improv-
ment of the environmental situation in 
Kosovo, are hopeful. Kosovo institutions 
has started to put environmental topics on 
their municipal and government agendas. 
Day by day, local and international author-

ities, including civil society and media are 
treating topics for environment. Let’s Do 
It stays dedicated to its own missions for 
Kosovo with sustainable environment,and 
to achieve its purpose will work with each 
local and international authority.

In this endeavor, critic is the role of local 
and central institutions, including Interna-
tional institutions that act in Republic of 
Kosovo.

FROM NOW ON
Progress in Transformation of the Environment.
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The general clean-up and removal of 
landfills and wastes began on 15 Septem-
ber 2018 in all municipalities of Kosovo, 
including the Serb majority municipal-
ities. During this action, in which more 
than 100,000 volunteers participated, 
over 150 landfills and over six thousand 
(6,000) tonnes of waste have been re-
moved, as confirmed by the Kosovo 
Landfill Management Company (KMDK). 
The official opening of the bigest cleaning 
action was done in Pristina in “Emshir” 
neighborhood, by the Prime Minister, Ra-
mush Haradinaj and the Minister of En-
vironment and Spatial Planning, Fatmir 
Matoshi. In the official opening except 
the Prime Minister, and the Minister of 
Environment and Spatial Planning,were 
present also other ministers of the Gov-
ernment of Kosovoa. Also in this action 

participated  the Minister of Tourism and 
Environment in Albania, Blendi Klosi with 
a group of voulenteers, the Ambasador of 
Norway to Kosovo, Për Strand Sjaastad, 
representative KFOR, KSF, Kosovo Police, 
various civil society organizations, private 
companies, students of primary and sec-
ondary schools and students. The action 
started in the “Kalabria” neighborhood in 
Pristina, where the largest landfill with in-
ert waste was removed, with a total of 106 
truckloads of waste. Then, the volunteers 
continued in the industrial zone in Fushë 
Kosovë / Kosovo Polje at the roundabout 
and bridge, from where 6 trucks were re-
moved by the Kosovo Security Force.
On 15th of September 2018 in Pristina, 
expect landfill in Kalabria and the one of 
industrial area in Fushë Kosovë, action “ 
Let’s clean up Kosovo” has continued even 

in 12 other places too:
One landfill was removed at the parking 
lot of  Pristina Stadium, near  21 square, 
was removed landfill in the field of Pajtim, 
landfill at the entrance to the parking lot 
of Gërmia, landfill along the railway on 
the highway M2, landfill behind the new 
municipality of Pristina, waste infront 
of American University in Kosovo AUK, 
landfill at vehicle market, landfill near 
Beni Dona, landfill infront of Elementary 
School “Asim Vokshi” at Kodra e Trimave, 
waste around University of Pristina areas, 
landfill at Street B (White apartment), 
landfill at Arbëria neighborhood (second-
ary street), landfill to the Dragodan circle- 
highway M2. Just like in Pristina where 
the action was launched, it has started at 
the other municipalities on 15th Septem-
ber 2018 too, and lot of municipal officials 

ACTIVITIES 15 September – 
15 December, 2018

Further, municipal officials involved in cleaning actions, together with the Task Force, have drawn up 
action plans that have been implemented during the quarterly clearance period
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like mayors, directors of directories, Ele-
mentary and High School students, NGO, 
associations, public and private companies 
and civil society have participated in these 
actions. As well, during this campaign 
there have been disposal phone numbers, 
emails and the webpage www.tapastro-
jmekosoven.com, for all the stakeholders 
that were interested to become part of 
the cleaning action.For more Let’s do it, 
had provided transportation and logistical 
materials for the well-being and realiza-

tion of the three-month action. Regarding 
to the menagment of waste accumulated, 
Ministry of Economic Development had 
decided that all waste accumulated in the 
cleaning actions with free charge would 
be sent to the landfill through the clean-
ing companies. In the clearing action of 
September 15, 2018 and until the end of 
the cleaning campaign, for participants 
was provided logistical materials such as: 
gloves, rake, trash bags,T-shirts, shovels, 
boots, working uniforms, water and food .

During the following months, attention 
will be paid to cleaning the rivers and ir-
rigation canals, the task force will draw up 
a detailed plan for their cleansing. Among 
others, cleaning actions were also orga-
nized on Serb-majority municipalities, 
civil society organizations of non-majority 
communities. To coordinate the activities 
and cleaning actions in all Serb majority 
municipalities, during the “Let’s clean up 
Kosovo” campaign a coordinator from the 
Serb community was defined.

Commitments of municipalities
Municipal task force have held regular 
coordination meetings by knowing that 
municipalities had the main role in im-
plementation of cleaning actions and 
mobilizing local resources. With the rep-
resentatives of these task forces were 
discussed activities,, challenges and the 
progress of cleaning actions in municipal-

ity and national nivels.Municipalities have 
been continuously contacted with “Let’s 
Do It” team, at the national and municipal 
level, and as well they have coordatinat-
ed activities with local coordinators.As 
well, a lot of municipalities had specified 
locations of legal inert landfills (22 mu-
nicipalities), where also will be allowed 

discharge of construction waste.For more, 
all municipalities without distinction have 
collaborated with local communities, cle-
anin companies, schools, hospitals, police 
and other authorities to ensure success of 
cleaning actions
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Më tutje, zyrtarët komunal të përfshirë në aksione të pastrimit, së bashku me Task Forcën kanë hartuar 
plane veprimi të cilat janë realizuar gjatë periudhës tremujore të pastrimit.

Municipalities No of volunteers  Quantity of  
wastegaghered (ton) No of bags

Prishtinë 9650 4000

Gjilan 10000 2384

Obiliq 1000 20

Suharekë 5000 4100

Kamenicë 200 2300

Hani i Elezit 850 1500

Deqan 1000 1700

Lipjan 1200 40

Drenas 5195 32

Istog 800 1700

Klinë 1000 1000

Malishevë 750 28

Gjakovë 14000 7000

Rahovec 600 80

Junik 1150 15

Vushtrri 1500 2400

Viti 3000 1000

Shtime 1800 650

Kaqanik 600 500

Skënderaj 4700 52

Dragash 1700 25

Fushë Kosovë 170 5

Artanë 230 6

Ferizaj 10000 6000

Prizren 3250 13.6

Podujevë 10000 2000

Pejë 15000 5000

Mitrovicë 4000 150 2300

Komunat Serbe (10) 1000 600

Totali 109345 316.6 46234

List of data from all municipalities of Kosovo on 15 September 2018 (number of volunteers, quantity of waste collected in tonnes and 
number of waste bags):
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By the date 17th of September 2018, action Lets clean up Kosovo, has continued in municipality of Ferizaj.
Bau Market has organized cleaning action along sides walk, and as well the removal of ilegal landfills. 

Activities of 
the 17th of 
September, 
2018  

On the 17th of September 2018, Task 
force created from the Government of 
Kosovo held the conference for media 
in which were presented Action’s work 
results. In that meeting attended Minis-
ter of Environment, Mr. Fatamir Matoshi, 
Deputy Minister of Education, Mr. Arbër 
Geci, Deputy Minister of Infrastructure Mr. 
Rexhep Kadriu, Executive director of Let’s 
do it Kosova, Mr. Luan Hasanaj. Task force 
were thankful to all the participants in the 
activity of 15th of September, by express-

ing the pleasure of the achievements and 
results of 15th of September, and also in-
vited the central and local institutions to 
continue the landfills removal work with 
intensity and dedication of 15th of Sep-
tember activity. While the conference 
were happening, volunteers of KRVL and 
Podujeva’s Youth center have organiuzed 
a clean up action in Batllava Lake. 

 Cleaning action of Bau Market, Ferizaj.

While on the dates 18th and 19th of September, Mirusha lake has been cleaned.
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On the 20th of September0 2018, volunteers of action Lets clean up Kosovo, have cleaned kill of Kish-
nica. In the same date is cleaned area of object Dardania in Malishevë.

On September 21st and 22th 2018, cleanin actions have continued near area of Fadil Vokrri stadium in 
Pristina. In this action participated Prime Minister of Kosovo Ramush Haradinaj, during this action were 
removed 35 trucks with inert waste, and over 150 bags with other waste.

World car free day, on September 22nd, has been marked in Kosovo too. Dozen of citizens have defilated 
with bicycles with the message that we should use more bicycles and other public transportation in the 
way that air pollution level to decrease.In this action participated official of the environmental ministry 
and spatial planning, volunteers of Lets Do It, clubs of cyclists in Pristina and the other citizens. 
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Cleaning action from HANDIKOS, from where were removed a dozen bags of waste.

Eventhugho on September 22nd Lets Do It and its volunteers have cleaned areas near stadium Fadil 
Vokrri, on September 26th they undertook again the action to remove waste which had appeared in 
these areas.

On the 28th of September 2018, energy corporation of Kosovo (KEK) has joined the action Lets Clean up 
Kosovo, by engaging its own excavators to remove illegal landfills in different parts of Kastriot. On  29 
september, 2018 Lets Do It has held the workshop to discuss for 2 weeks of achievements of action Lets 
clean up Kosovo and as well they discussed for general plans and intentions of this campaign.
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Lets do It Workshop (29 shtator 2018)

On the 1st  of October 2018, let’s do It has organized a 
cleaning action in Plemetin-Obiliq,meanwhile on the 3rd of 
October, 2018 there was a cleaning action in Rahovec in the 
streets “Bekim Isma” and “Hilmi Maliqi”.

On the 4th of October 2018, let’s do 
it along with ETC organized cleaning 
action. Except the cleaning action ETC 
symbolically banned the dissemination 
of informative brochures until the end 
of  “Let’s clean up Kosovo” campaign 
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On the 5th of Octomber 2018, Lets Do It organized cleaning action in Millo-
shevë, Raskovë, Bakshi – Obiliq..

On the 7th of Octomber 2018 Lets Do It continued cleaning action in Vitia municipality.
Volunteers cleaned area around the city cemetery, areas near mosque and Catholic Church in Kabash, 
cleaning of river bed Morava e Binçës, around promenade in street of Binça and some other small land-
fills in the street of Debelldehut till the border point with Republic of Macedonia. Expect cleaning, some 
trees were also planted and the awareness-raising message tables were placed on these cleaned areas.
In these activities participate mayor of Vitia municipality, Sokol Haliti.

On the 8th of October 2018, “OJQ Ti Bashkojmë Duart”, “Iniciativa e Femrës Kosovare” in Gjakova in the 
frame of the “Let’s clean up Kosovo” campaign together with some young city artists  painted on some 
of city facilities that were not in a good condition.
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The cleaning actions in the municipality of Gjakova have continued further. So on October the personnel 
of the Regional Hospital “Isa Grezda” in Gjakova have held the cleaning action

On the 10th of October 2018, the pupils of the high school “Hasan Prishtina, joined the activity “ Let’s 
clean up Kosovo”, and they clean up the areas around their school. 

On the 10th of October 2018 municipality of Prizren organized clean up activity, in areas near the munic-
ipality building. The activity were held along the roads. In that activity has been engaged 3 waste compa-
nies to remove the waste. 
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On the 11th of October, 2018 Let’s do it undertook a clean up activity next to Batllava lake. In that activ-
ity have participated around 100 activists and volunteers, including the Deputy Mayor of municipality of 
Podujeva, Sundimi NGO and Natyra waste management company which has used escavator. In that activity 
150 bags with waste and 8tones of inert waste has been removed. In that activity 3 landfills are removed 
and also an area around the lake (500 m length).the activity is organized in cooperation with the task 
force of the municipality of Podujeva. 

On the 12th of October, 2018 Let’s do it has organized an a clean up activity in Malisheva municipality .The 
activity has happened around Mirusha river, in the center of the city and areas around schools.The activity 
is supported from Department of Public Services, Department of Inspectorates, Department for Salvation 
and Protection, Waste management company Ekoregjioni and the Primary School Ibrahim Mazreku.
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On the 15th of October, 2018 Let’s do it has organized an clean up activity in the Mati1 neighbourhood in 
Prishtina. In that activity have participated residents of neighbourhood, companies that operates in the 
Mati1 neighbourhood, Waste management Company “Pastrimi”, and a lot of volunteers of Let’s do it. In 
that clean up 150 bags with waste are removed.

On the 17th of October – Clean up activity in Lipjan. While that activity, from 3 locations over 200 bags 
with waste and a few trucks with inert waste has been removed, and hundred of volunteers joined the 
activity held in the order of the “Let’s clean up Kosovo “ Campaign. 

On 18th of October, 2018 Let’s do it has organized a big clean up action in Obiliq, were hundred of bags 
with waste and a inert illegal landfills has been removed from excavator of KEK. In that activity have 
participated tens of people.
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In the same day on 18th of October, 2018 a clean up action have been held in Taslixhe neighbourhood in 
Prishtina, respectively on “Pashtriku” street, were tens of bags with waste has been removed, also mu-
nicipality of Prishtina has taken the responsibility to remove the illegal landfill around that street. 

Clean up action to remove illegal landfills has been organized also in Malisheva, Gjakova, Istog, and in the 
Pestova willage of Vushtrria were one of the biggest landfill has been removed.

On 19th of October, 2018 in 028 neighbourhood in municipality of Fushe Kosove which is inhabited with 
the citizens of Roma community. In that action were hundred of bags with waste and 11 trucks with 
inert waste has been removed. In that action tens of the Rome community citizens participated on that 
action and they has cleaned together with the volunteers of Let’s do It.
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On 19th of October, 2018 the Task Force of Vushtrria municipality together with WENDA Company, has 
organized clean up action to remove a big illegal landfill, in Pestova village. The company offered the vol-
untary service with machinery, and they worked 3 days nonstop and they removed 40 trucks with inert 
waste. 

On the same date, there were cleaning actions in the municipality of Malisheva, where the Mirusha river 
branch which runs through the town of Malisheva and the area around the bus station, were cleaned. The 
cleaning of the branch of the Mirusha River that runs through the city has been done by the workers of 
the “Eco Region” unit.

On the 20th of October 2018, in cooperation with the cleaning company Eco Region, cleaning of roads 
near the Professional School and other roads around the neighborhoods in Malisheva was done.
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On the 20th of October 2018, cleaning activity was 
organized in Junik municipality. The action resulted in 
the removal of inert and plastic waste, while private 
companies were involved with their machinery and 
cleaning companies.

On the 20th of October, 2018, Municipality of Vitia has organized a cleaning action in the vil-
lage of Tërpeza. The action started at the place known as “Te Pishat”. The action, apart from 
the municipal structures where the Mayor was present as the leader of the task force, was 
responded also by the village council, many residents, the staff of the village school and the 
forestry workers. In addition of cleaning, also started the implementation of the projects of 
this municipality, where two green areas are planned to be created (with cultivated grass, one 
for football and one for volleyball), as well as the placement of 20 seats and 20 waste dispos-
al baskets, which will be under the management of the Directory of Public Services. In these 
cleaning actions were collected 56 bags of waste, 100 L.
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On the 21st and 22nd of October, 2018, a cleaning action was realised in the municipality of Junik. This 
action resulted in the removal of waste in some landfills, while the private companies “Joos Krasniqi” and 
“Shala” also engaged in, who worked for two days uninterruptedly. During the cleaning, there were also 
municipal inspectors who were active during 2 days of waste transfer and disposal.

On the 23rd of October, 2018, together with the team of Let’s Do It World and dozens of deputies of the 
European Parliament, where among them were also the President of Parliament Ms. Heidi Hautala and the 
rapporteur for Kosovo Igor Soltes, we cleaned the spaces around the Parliament building.

On the 23rd of October 2018, another cleaning activity took place in the elementary school “Ndre Mjeda” 
in Kabash village, Municipality of Vitia, where the schoolyard was cleaned from the garbage and  were 
collected dozens of bags of garbage, and there was done also the regulation, grinding and filling of the 
yard with soil, preparation of the yard for grass planting as well as decorative plants. In addition to mu-
nicipal institutions, to this action were responded also the village council and the school staff and pupils.
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On October 24th, 2018, a cleaning activity was carried out in Prizren, where three illegal waste dumps 
were eliminated, one in Atmaxha, another one in Nashec and the other one at Str. “Hysen Rexhepi”, from 
the “Eurovia” Cleaning Association.

On October 26th , 2018, the task force of the municipality of Mitrovica removed six (6) illegal landfills 
at several locations in Mitrovica, such as cleaning the illegal landfill behind the ETC, cleaning the Iber 
River banks, cleaning the road axis Vidishiq Bare, axis Mitrovice-Lisice (Orthodox Graveyard), cleaning 
the artificial lake Mitrovica, Roma neighborhood. In addition to cleaning these landfills, the artificial lake 
Mitrovica was also cleaned.

On October 24th, 2018, a cleaning action was carried out on the campus of Pristina University “Hasan 
Prishtina”, where dozens of bags with garbage were removed and it was urged to promote the im-
portance of environmental care. The action was organized in cooperation with the Paqja Studentore 
Organization. Participants were rector Marian Dema, Rectorate employees, as well as UP professors and 
students..
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On October 24th , 2018, there were some cleaning actions in Skenderaj where waste was removed from 
some illegal landfills, such as Polac (1 landfill) where about 1.5 tonnes of inert and economy waste were 
removed, Terrnafc (2 landfills) approximately 4 tons waste, in Upper Klina (2 landfills) 78 tons of inert 
and household waste, Kryshefc (3 landfills) 66.5 tons of inert and household waste, Marine (2 landfills) 
approximately 32 tons of inert waste and household waste, Prekaz (1 landfill) 17 tons of inert and house-
hold waste, Lubovec (3 landfills) approximately 78 tons of waste, a total of 277 tons of waste

On October 27th, 2018, a cleaning action took place in Gjakova. Over 150 volunteers have joined the ac-
tion from which dozens of garbage bags and over 20 trucks with inert waste were removed. The action 
was also joined by the Prime Minister of Kosovo, Ramush Haradinaj, the Mayor of Gjakova, Ardian Gjini, 
Let’s Do It Kosovo, the Kosovo Women’s Initiative Organization and the citizens of the first local commu-
nity.

On October 28th, 2018, another cleaning action took place in Gadime village, Municipality of Lipjan, where 
four illegal landfills were cleaned and about 400 garbage bags were removed from over 200 volunteers, 
government and municipal officials and citizens.
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On October 29th, 2018, for the third time, the area around the stadium Fadil Vokrri in Pristina was 
cleaned, from where over 50 garbage bags were removed. In this action also participated the actors of 
the local TV series “O sa mirë”.

On October 29th, 2018, started the elimination of the illegal waste landfill near Lumbardhi, in the Gorazh-
devc village, Municipality of Peja

At the same day, another cleaning action also took place in Mitrovica in the first tunnel.
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In Drenas, on October 31st , 2018, after several working days, seven illegal landfills were removed, such 
as the landill at ex- Kluzi, the landfill at Qikatova e Re and the landfills in the villages of Gllibar at Str. 
Xhylani, Baic (near Migjeni school), Damanek at Str. Veteranet e Arsimit, Lower Zabel at Str.  Hagjaj and 
the landfill in Krajkov village.

On October 31st, 2018, a cleaning activity was carried out in Vushtrri from where over four thousand 
garbage bags were collected and about 50 trucks with inert waste were removed from five illegal gar-
bage dumps in Vushtrri. The action was joined by over 500 volunteers. The action was also joined by the 
Mayor of Vushtrri, Xhafer Tahiri and other officials.

On November 1st , 2018, cleaning and running action was carried out with the Swedish Embassy. The ac-
tion was carried out on the premises of the Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning and ended with 
the cleaning of the premises around the Prishtina Stadium. The event was participated by the Ambassador 
of the Swedish Embassy in Kosovo, Let’s Do It staff and volunteers, Ministry of Environment and Spa-
tial Planning, Players of the Pristina Club, as well as other volunteers. In this action, about 100 bags of 
garbage were removed, which were sorted according to their type in the respective color bags for each 
material..
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On November 2, 2018, a cleaning activity took place in Skenderaj. On that date, five illegal waste dumps 
were removed: the landfill at the entrance of Skenderaj, the landfill at the Old Market, the river Klina land-
fill, the landfill in Lower Klina and the landfill at Perroi i Keq. The action was attended by the team of Let’s 
Do It, the mayor of Skenderaj Municipality Bekim Jashari and other municipal officials, as well as numerous 
other volunteers.

On the same date, another cleaning action took place in the village of Mushnikovo, Prizren, where tens 
of garbage bags were collected. In the action participated the representatives from the municipality, 
pupils from the village school and other volunteers

On November 3, 2018, in the municipality of Vitia in cooperation with the village council of Gërmova, 
all public areas were cleaned. Participants of this activity were the citizens of Vitia and the village of 
Gërmova During this action, about 100 garbage bags were collected Cleaning activities were also carried 
out in the village of Ramjan, where public spaces were cleaned in cooperation with the citizens as well 
as with the pupils of the school. During this activity, 80 garbage bags were collected. The illegal landfills 
that were removed were: the landfill in Begunce, the landfill in Skifteraj, the landfill in Devaje and the 
landfill at the Kabash, Smirne, Drobesh. During these activities, around 12 tonnes of waste were general-
ly eliminated.
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On the same day, there was a training for teachers capacity building in the field of environment, orga-
nized by Let’s Do It. This training has increased the focus of the teachers on topics related to environ-
mental education and the development of concrete activities that promote the importance of preserving 
the environment.

On November 4, 2018, a cleaning action was carried out in Janjeva, Lipjan. During the action, the wastes 
left on the streets of Janjeva and the large landfill of this village with mixed waste, were cleaned. The 
action was joined by the Mayor of Lipjan Imri Ahmeti, the chairman of Janjevo Behgjet Kongjelli, the sur-
rounding residents and other volunteers.

On November 5, 2018, a cleaning activity took place in the spaces around the University Campus “Hasan 
Prishtina”, in cooperation with the students of the Faculty of Physical Education.
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From November 5, 2018 until November 22, 2018, the municipality of Gjilan in cooperation with the KSF 
has removed illegal landfills with inert waste in the village of Kmetoc.

On November 6, 2018, another cleaning activity was realised in Prishtina, at Str. “Tirana”, from where 
over 50 bags with garbage were removed.

On November 7, 2018, Municipality of Malisheva, together with volunteers and the “Eco Region” cleaning 
company, have removed an illegal landfill in the city center as well as have cleaned the banks of the river 
Mirusha near the main district at the entrance of the city.
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Activities of the campaign ‘’Let’s clean up Kosovo’’ continued in Vushtrri where after the uninterrupted 
daily work, the largest illegal landfill was cleaned in this city. During this activity, the Company Wenda 
voluntarily has removed over 300 trucks with inert waste from this landfill. 

The action was also organized in the municipality of Skenderaj / Srbica, in the area near the mosque from 
where they left, beating with 50 bags of rubbish.

The action was also organized in the municipality of Skenderaj / Srbica, in the area near the mosque from 
where they left, beating with 50 bags of rubbish.
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On 8th of November clean up action in Prishtina where 60 bags with waste has been removed along the 
road Xhorxh Bush, and spaces near Radio Kosova and University Campus. 

Clean up action with the Green club of technic high school “Lutfi Musiqi”, Vushtrri. A clean up action has 
been organized also in the sllovi village of the municipality of Lipjan. Around 40 pupils of primary school 
“Hasan Zyko Kamberi “together with the director and the teachers of the school , they cleaned spaces 
aroud the village. 

On 9th of November, 2018 Let’s do it has organized a clean up action in Gurakoc village of the Gjakova 
municipality. In that action has participated local authorities and a lot of volunteers while the action 50 
bags with waste has been removed.
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In Gërmovë village municipality of Viti, in cooperation with municipality, village council and citizents has 
been organized clean up action. In that action has been cleaned areas next to the river, areas around the 
bridge and the bus station. From that activity 40 bags with waste has been removed, and that area has 
been flattened and prepared to be transformed in minipark. Also in that day led by the mayor of the mu-
nicipality of Vitia Sokol Haliti, a clean up action has been organized, regulation of public areas, and illegal 
landfills removal. The area that has been cleaned up was ex base areas of KFOR in Viti.in that activity has 
been removed a illegal landfill and 32tones of waste. Removed waste has been transported in regional 
landfill respectivitely in Velekincë village in Gjilan. Municipality representative people, representative 
people of public services, and citizents have been participated in that clean up action. 

The Municipal Task Force in Vushtrri, Let’s Do It Kosovo, Local Coordinators of MESP, the UNITETI waste 
management company in Vushtrri organized illegal landfills removal and around areas.
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The partner NGO has trained the Green clubs pupils of the School “Mihail Grameno” municipoality of 
Fushe Kosove, and today they contributed on clean up action in areas of the school and people raising 
awareness.

On the 10th of October, 2018 a clean up action has been organized in Gërmi. While that action a illegal 
landfill with inert waste and tens of bags with waste on the roadside have been removed.

A clean up action has been organized also in Municipality of Gjilan. The Department of inspection in co-
operation with Hidromorava waste Management Company, and residents of the village have undertake a 
clean up action to clean up the environment from inert waste.
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On the 10th of November, 2018 in municipality of Podujeva have continued workshops for raising the 
capacities of teachers on environment. In Workshops attended 25 teachers.

On the 11th of November, 2018 “Let’s clean up Kosovo” campaign continued in municipality of Viti, where 
public spaces, Viti-Kabash-Smirë crossroad, public areas in Ramjan village, Trepezë te Pishat village, 
Pozheran village, Germovë village and Smirë village have been cleaned up. 

On the 12th of November, 2018 Let’s do It has organized a clean up action in “Model School in Prishtina 
and near the railway station. 100 pupils of the “Model “School joined the clean up action. 
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On the 13th of November, 2018 a clean up action in Rome community neighbourhood in municipality of 
Mitrovica. Over 100 volunteers participated in the action and around 100 bags with waste and 6 trucks 
with mixed waste have been removed and transported from Uniteti waste management company. 

On 13th of November, 2018 4 illegal landfills in city and in villages as: Llapashticë, Katunishtë, Livadicë, 
and Bugurdoll of bottom Lupq municipality of Podujeva. 

A clean up action municipality of Podujeva in which Llap riverbed has been cleaned up and also regulation 
and widen of the riverbed in the exit part of the city.  
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A clean up action in municipality of Vushtrri where a landfill has been removed and areas around Primary 
school “ Anton Zako Çajupi” has been cleaned up, in which in total 10 trucks and 50 bags with waste.

A clean up action spaces behind culture house “Gursel e Bajram Sylejmani”, in Viti. Beside the representa-
tive people from municipality in that action have participated a lot of volunteers which were thankful for 
that space regulation.  

On the 14th of November, 2018 clean up actions in Zheger municipality of Gjilan where 10 trucks with 
waste have been removed. 
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On the 14th of November, 2018 Let’s do It organized a Table in Prishtina region. On purpose to discus 
municipalities achievements in clean up Campaign from 15th of September to 20th of November, 2018.  
In the table participated representative people from the Prime Minister Office, representative people 
from Ministry of Environment and Spatial planning, and task force leaders of municipalities of Prishtina 
region, as Obiliq, Podujeva, Lipjani, and Drenas In th table each municipality has presented the difficulties 
with which they confront during the Campaign, in the table was mention the necessity of campaign 
continuation for the whole year not just for 3 months. 

On the 14th of November, 2018 Let’s do It organized a clean up action in municipality of Kameni-
ca. In the action participated around 100 volunteers, which removed over 100 bags with waste in 
the Shipashnicë e Poshtme village during the action, an illegal landfil with inert waste In the action 
participated Let’s do it team, Minister of Environment and Spatial Planing, Fatmir Matoshi, Minister 
of Economic development, Valdrin Lluka, Mayor of Kamenica Municipality, Qendron Kastrati, deputy 
mayor of municipality and at same time task force cordinator Faton Jakupi and a lot of volunteers. 
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In the same day a clean up action and flattening of the area behind the Culture house Gursel e Bajram 
Sylejmani in Viti has been done.  In that activity participated representative people from municipality, 
Police of kosovo, local NGO and a lot of volunteers. Also in the action participated a waste management 
company with a excavator and a truck, over 100 participants where 2o bags with waste and 11tones mix 
waste have been removed by machineries. 

Another clean up activity in  a few parts of the city of Viti. In that action participated 50 volunteers, 
representative people from municipality and waste management employees. In the action 30 bags with 
waste have been removed.  
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On the 15th November 2018 in Mitrovica region has been held another table. In purpose to discuss the 
achievements of municipality in “Let’s Clean up Kosovo “ campaign from 15th of September  to 15th 
December, 2018 . in the same day Let’s do it has started to do the uniforms distribution and work equip-
ment for employees of the waste management companies. In the table participated municipal repre-
sentative people, representative people from Prime minister office, representative people from Ministry 
of Environment and Spatial planning, and leaders of Municipal Task force of Mitrovica region : Mitrovica, 
Vushtrria, Skënderaj.

The directorate for managing the national park Bjeshkët e Nemuna joined action Lets clean up Kosovo. 
In cooperation with the inhabitants of the village Haxhaj and other volunteers, they organized cleaning 
action across the road who leads to the Haxhaj village.

A clean up action in spaces of Primary School “Kajtaz Ramadani” in Kijevë and the director f the school 
together with pupils have supported the action and they have cleaned spaces inside and outside the 
school. Also representative people from police station in Malisheve participated in that action. 
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On 15th of November, 2018 has been organized a clean up action, flattening and preparation to be  trans-
formed in green area which is in stublla, here 6 tones of waste has been removed to regional landfill in 
Gjilan. 

The first Albanian alpinist from Kosovo who has climbed in the highest peak in the World, Monte Ever-
est 8848 meters altitude, Uta ibrahimi, has joined the “Let’s Clean up Kosovo” Campaign. From the 6th 
highest peak in the World, Cho Oyu 7200 meters altitude, Uta has given a message for all citizens to be 
part of the activities of the biggest environmental protection Campaign in the country “Let’s Clean up 
Kosovo”.

In those days in Kosovo has been organized a lot of clean up actions. Today I’m going to climb the 6th 
highest peak in the world Cho Oyo.at the moment I’m in 7200 meters altitude. During my expeditions in 
14 peaks, I promote Kosovo and her beauties. Therefore today I have a message for you. Let’s clean up, 
Let’s protect, and Let’s love Kosovo”, has been said in Uta’s video message. 
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On November 15, 2018, cleaning, flattening and preparation for grass planting was done in the village of 
Skifteraj, respectively at the bridge of Skifteraj- the road to the village of Radivojc, from where 5 tons 
of waste were mechanically and with the contribution of 30 volunteers removed, and were sent to the 
regional landfill in Gjilan.

On November 16, 2018, a cleaning activity was realised in the municipality of Skenderaj. During these 
actions were cleaned the yards of two schools, Hamëz Jashari and Shaban Jashari, two streets near the 
town schools, Gjergj Fishta Street and Sala and Hamit Jashari Street, also there was removed a spreaded 
landfill near the school. In the end of this activity, where around 30 pupils of Hamëz Jashari School and 
local coordinators participated, were removed 30 bags with garbage.

On November 17, 2018, over 100 bags with garbage were collected by dozens of volunteers in a cleaning 
action in Lake Badovc. The action was focused on cleaning the spaces around the road belt, while gar-
bage bags collected by the volunteers were picked up by the Pastrimi Company.
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Cleaning action near martyrs’ grave, Afrim Bajraktari, in Polluzhë-Rahovec

In the municipality of Klina was held the training “Capacity building of teachers in the field of environ-
ment”, aiming at the gradual expansion of environmental culture in all municipalities of Kosovo.

On 18 November 2018, in Podujeva some illegal landfills were removed at Victory and Gallapi Streets.
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In Lipjan have been planted 420 decorative shoots in the city park. Lipjan is becoming with more green 
spaces and parks with children’s playground.

In Drenas, illegal landfills have been eliminated in different places, like the village of Godanc and Gradica.

On November 20, 2018, in Vushtrri, a landfill cleaning action was carried out at the location known as 
“Te Kisha”.
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On November 20, an illegal landfill was removed at the place known as “Te Ura” in the village of Dobra-
shevc, Drenas.

On 21st of November 2018, the next roundtable was held with the municipalities of the Gjilan and Ferizaj 
regions with the aim of discussing the achievements of the municipalities in the cleaning campaign, from 
September 15 until the above mentioned date.
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On the 22nd of November, 2018 the table were held for the purpose of discussion for achievements of 
Lets clean up Kosovo form 15th september till 22th november, 2018 in Prizren. In this table was dis-
cussed for the achievements which marked the municipalities of Prizren, Suhareka, and Malisheva, with 
removing of dozen illegal landfills of waste, defininin locations for illegal waste, and of hundreds of 
shoots.As well, local task force representatives reported that inspectors already started to give fines 
to polluters. Municipalities of this region pledged that they will continue their engage for expansion of 
green spaces, and maintenance of cleaned areas.

On the 23rd of November, the table were held for traning over topic Volunteering for the Environment 
with 27 students from Hivzi Sylejmani high school in Fushë Kosova.As a result of this training, Let’s Do It 
team together with students have decided to organize cleanin action around areas of this school, in this 
action attended around 200 students
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In Gilan municipality in the Porodin neighbourhood, it’s been undertaking aksion for removing of illegal 
landfill of waste.For the removal of these landfills company “AGI DANI” has provided its machineries.

Over 50 bags with waste and six trucks with inerte residue were removed from one of the biggest land-
fill in Pejs municipality, located in the Nakëll village, which is inhabited with majority community Rome, 
Ashkali and Egyptians.Expect Lets Do It team in this action attented over 50 volunteers, citizens and 
municipal official.

Cleaning action in Skenderaj municipality.Employees of this municipality and public cleaning company 
UNITETI, removed over 3 tons of waste in an abandoned building near Post, where interference with 
machinery was impossible.
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In Drenas it has been undertaken an action for eleminationg landfill at the location of the Krajkovë vil-
lage and landfill at the destination of the Poterk village.

Municipal task force in Vushtrri, Lets Do  It,local coordinators of Ministry of Enviroment and Spatial 
Planinng, cleaning company ‘’UNITETI’’ in Vushtrri, organized activities for cleaning of illegal landfills and 
all the areas around

On the 24th of November 2018, over 50 bags with waste and 12 trucks with inert waste were removed 
during cleaning action in on landfill, in Dobreva village, of Fushë Kosova municipality. In this action at-
tended dozen of volunteers.
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Cleaning action was organized in the Shishtaricë village of Vushtria municipality.In this action attended 
over 60 volunteers, who managed to collect over 200 bags with waste.This one was one of the biggest 
action in this municipality without the help of machinery, because total length of cleaned space from 
volunteers passes 3.5 kilometers. For the organization of this action there had coordination by including 
all authorities, starting from Let’s Do It team, coordinators of Ministry of Environment and Spatial Plan-
ning, representatives of Task Force, director of Primary school “Bahri Kuqi”,Bilall Pllana, the mayor of the 
Shtitaricë village Mentor Hasani and the chairman of the parental council, Nevzat Pllana. This action was 
organized on the main street of the village, along the railroad, sidewalks, school yard, and the space all 
around.

In Skenderaj municipality, was held training “Increasing the capacities of teachers in the field of living 
environment” organized by Let’s Do It. This training which was organized by Ministry of Enviroment and 
Spatial Planning, Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, aims to increase focus of teachers on 
topics related with environmental education and development of concrete activities who promovate the 
importance of preserving the living environment.On this training attented over 20 teachers of elementa-
ry and high school form Skenderaj municipality.This two-days training expect in Skenderaj were held in 
Istog,Klinë and Podujevë, and it will continue and at the other municipalities too.In focus of this trainings 
are teachers of the primary level, and teacher of nature science, concretely Biology and Chemistry in 
Elementary schools
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On the 25th of November, has been undertaken cleaing action in Arbëria neighbourhood in Pristina, from 
which were removed dozen bags with waste, and 8 trucks with inert waste from one big landfill.After 
the end of action tables were placed which shows that the location were cleand in the framework of the 
action Lets clean up Kosovo and that waste disposal is not allowed there. Dozen bags with waste were 
gathered from volunteers, and inert wastes were removed from machinery of Mati company.   

On the 30th  of November 2018 in Gilan municipality were cleaned location near “Drita Stadium”.After an 
intensive work from Bejta Commerce company, this landfill was eleminated from the stadium.

On the 30th  of November 2018 in Gilan municipality were cleaned location near “Drita Stadium”.After an 
intensive work from Bejta Commerce company, this landfill was eleminated from the stadium.
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On the 30th November 2018, dozen volunteers have joined the action in Doganaj,of Ferizaj, where they 
managed to get away over 200 bags with waste, while with machinery they removed 5 trucks with 
mixed wastes. This action was also joined by the Ministry of Enviroment and Spatial Planning, municipal 
official and citizens.

On the same day, action continued in Nekovc village in Drenas municipality, from which were removed 
some illegal landfills

On the 1st of December 2018, over 350 bags with waste and 30 trucks with inert waste were removed 
during cleaning of 5 different locations on the highway Pristina – Pejë, respectively in villages Gllarevë 
and Dollc.This action was attented by Prime Minister of Kosovo Ramush Haradinaj accompanied by the 
mayor of Klina, Zenun Elezaj and general John Boyd, from American KFOR.
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On this date volunteers of Let’s Do It, continued their action in the ‘’Arbëria’’ neighbourhood, from there 
they removed over 50 bags with waste from one illegal landfill..

Also, the next training was held “Increasing the capacities of teachers in the field of living environment”.
This training was held in Vitia municipality, while it was participated by 35 teachers.
This training which was organized by Ministry of Enviroment and Spatial Planning, Ministry of Educa-
tion, Science and Technology, and Municipal Education Directorate in Vitia, which aims to increase focus 
of teachers on topics related with environmental education and development of concrete activities who 
promovate the importance of preserving the living environment
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On December r 2018, over  200 bags with waste were removed  by tens of volunteers that joined the 
clean up action in Mitrovicë\a, near by college IBCM. This zone was cleaned during 10 days and over 600 
trucks with waste were removedBeside Lets do It volunteers, the activity was joined by the Minsiter of 
Environmnet and Spatial Planning, Mr.Fatmir Matoshi  and other Minsitry officials Mayor of MitrovicaMr. 
Agim Bahtiri and municipal officials as well as ETC workers

On December 4 2018, a clean up action has taken place in surrounding are of Youth Center in Sthime 
municipality. Over 50 bags with waste were removed. The activity was attended by Lets do It volun-
teers, Mayor of Shtime Naim Ismajli  and municipal officials, students of  Emin Duraku school. 

Me datë 5 dhjetor 2018, Task Forca komunale në Vushtrri, Koordinatorët Lokal të MMPH dhe nxënësit e 
shkollës organizuan aktivitet për pastrimin e hapësirave afër akademisë së policisë te banesat e bardha.
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Clean up company Uniteti workedrs  have removed illegal landfields. 

Local Task Force in Vushtri, local coordinators and UNITETI workers undertook a clean up activity of the 
illegal landfield, by cleaning the river Podranda and surrounding areas. 

On December 6, 2018 Let’s Do It  jointly with the Minsitry of Environment and Spatial Planning in mu-
nicipality of Podujeva organised a meeting with inhabitants of Orlan village  to discuss and find solutions 
with issues that concern  inhabitants of Batlava lake region.
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Removal of illegal dumbsite  in village Maxhunaj. Two illegal landfields were removed that was existant 
since 1999 Also, both sides of the road from Vushtrri to Mitrovica and close to village Dobellukë.

Local Task Forca in Muncipality of Vushtrri, local coordinators of Ministry of Environment and Spatial 
Planing  Uniteti company undertook a clean up action to remove the illegal landfield in Novosell të Max-
huni. Over  40 trucks with waste removed.

On December 7  2018, ëa clean up activity was undertaken in areae XIII Shipashnicë e Epërme. 
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On the same date, a clean up activities continued in Junik municipality.

Another clean up activity was undertaken in t Mushtisht river, Suharekë.

The clean up activities have continued in village Drobesh and Smirë,  Viti Municipality  Lets do It and 
studetns of village, including Municipality of Viti Eko-Higjiena and other voluteers took part in clean upo 
action. Over 110 bags with waste and  20 ton of waste removed with trucks were sent in regional legal 
landfield in  Gjilan.
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On December 7, 2018in Skenderaj 7  illegal landfield  and  93 ton were removed.  This activity was 
undertaken in two locations  Dashefc and Baks, while in Likofcit the action was supportd bu   Rukolli 
company,  that removed the waste and sent it to the legal landfield

On december 7, 2018 in  në Drenas an illegal landfield was removed in village Fushticë e ulët and San-
kovc. 

On the 8th  of December, 2018 Let’s do it has organized Environmental festival in the Badovc lake, where 
clean up actions, disccusions with pupils about environmental themes, debates, and different games.  
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Municipality of Drenas ha continued the clean up activity and removal of the illegal landfill along Zabel I 
Lartë road in the place named Quka, Drenas, and Komoran near the monolith. 

A clean up action in municipality of Vushtrri. The action was organized by the Behar Dushi Imam of Mar-
tyr’s Mosque in Vushtrri. During this action spaces around Mosque and cementeries of the city have been 
cleaned up.

On the 9th of December, 2018 municipality of Podujeva, have organized a clean up and widen action of 
riversbed and also clean ups of the watercourses. In Bajçinë village has finished the riverbeds clean up 
action and also in Gerdoc village the clean up action of watercources has been done.
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A clean up action In Municipality of Drenas, where an illegal landfill near ‘’Feronik’’ has been removed

On the 10th of  December a clean up action in municipality of Suhareka, Bershanoc, Doberdelan, Pagarush, 
villages, over the cementeries of Gelancë village, Kosterc village, Peqan village, Reshtan along the auto-
strade, Reshtan, cementeries and Vrella, Semetisht, Shirokë, Studeqan, and landfill in Terrnje village.

Ilegal Landfill clean up action in municipality of Gjakova. During that action on Tivar road in Gjakova an 
illegal landfill has been removed.
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Municipality of Gjakova with successive clean up activities for illegal landfills removal. During that activi-
ty the landfill in the center of city behind the “Kurriz” (part of the city with shopps) has been removed

Municipality of Junik has removed 2 illegal landfills, one of them in Krasniqi neighbourhood, respectively 
in Junik – Pecaj road where deh landfill with over 40 tones of waste has been removed, and another 
landfill in Llugat e Begut has been removed a landfill with 10 tones of waste..

Municipality of Drenas has removed the landfill near the Airport “Polkek i RI “and “Polkek I vjetër”
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On the 11th of December, 2018 a clean up action has been organized in the spaces of ‘’ University of 
Gjakova’’

Over 200 bags with waste have been removed from 2 locations in municipality of Rahovec, near cem-
enteries , and then to the Drenoc’s bridge, there the roadside has been cleaned up. Besides the Let’s do 
it team in the action participated the Mayor of the municipality, Smajl Latifi and municipal representative 
people, and also students of Gymnasium “Xhelal Hajda-Toni”, started from volunteers but continued 
durind the day with machineries.

On the 12th of December, 2018, clean up action in Kalabria neighbourhood from there a few illegal land-
fills have been removed and the second action continued to the circle “Te Ismeti” in Prishtinë, from here 
around 50 bags with waste have been removed. 
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Hundreds of volunteers joined the cleanup actions together with high school students  of “Hivzi Sylejma-
ni” in Fushe Kosove, besides the spaces around school, the road to city park and areas inside the park 
have been cleaned up. Over 150 bags with waste have been removed from students and another volun-
teers. 

Municipality of Malisheva in cooperation with Burimi Company have undertake the action to remove the 
illegal landfill in the Carralluk village and Drenoc. Malisheva is one of the municipalities that since the be-
gening of the Campaign 15th of September 2018 to now has never stopped the clean up actions of the 
different public areas 

Clean up acitivity in Drenas, Negovc village .  Korrotice elartë,  Gjurgjice  Llapushnike,  and Likoshan, 
Dobroshevc. In total 5 illegal landfields removed.  
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On the 13th of December, 2018 a clean up action was held on the Llap riverbed.

In Krushe e Mdhe village municipality of Rahovec, an illegal landfill in the center of that village has been 
removed. In that activity participated also the Mayor of the municipality, Smaj Latifi, Berat Duraku, Di-
rector of the Agriculture, Forestry, and Rural development, local inspectors, residents of the village and 
volunteers of Youth Center SHL-Kosova 

The biggest illegal landfill In Kosovo “Pasomë” municipality of Vushtrri has been removed
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In municipality of Gjilan the Stanishorka riverbed alond the Marie Shllaku road has been cleaned up 

On december 14  2018, on the last day of the campaign, municipaliy of Suhareka organisd a clean up 
action in villagesBiraq  andDuhel. 

On the last day of the campaign a clean up action was undertaken in Ferizaj. In the roadPrishtinë – 
Shkup, and near by  Mileniumit   the removal of the waste was done by the company Eskavatori free 
of charge. Afterwards, the action continued towards street “Brahim Ademi”, byover 50 bags with 
waste were removed the clen upo activity was supported by American KFOR troops, municapl official, 
student of scholl As well as waste management company Pastertia.
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www.tapastrojmekosoven.org
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www.tapastrojmekosoven.org
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